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Planning Policy Team 
Economic Regeneration Service,  
Barnsley Metropolitan Borough Council,  
Westgate Plaza,  
PO Box 604,  
Barnsley,  
S70 9FE 

 
18th August 2016 
 
Dear Sir or Madam, 
 
BARNSLEY LOCAL PLAN PUBLICATION DRAFT – PROPOSED EMPLOYMENT ALLOCATION 
BLACKMOOR BUSINESS PARK – SHEFFIELD ROAD, OXSPRING 
 
I write on behalf of my client Yorkshire Land Limited (YLL) to provide you with details of their proposals 
to deliver high quality B1 & B2 employment facilities at the former petroleum storage and distribution 
site located to the south of Sheffield Road, Oxspring. A proposed development which would be referred 
to as Blackmoor Business Park.  
 
This letter identifies YLL’s grounds of objection to BMBC’s rejection of this previously developed site 
at Oxspring upon which YLL seeks an employment allocation for the development of their Blackmoor 
Business Park proposals. It is our understanding that BMBC rejected the site on grounds of perceived 
issues in respect of sustainability and impact on the openness of the surrounding Green Belt. 
 
YLL’s proposals for the site seek to deliver high quality B1 & B2 employment facilities at the former 
petroleum storage and distribution site located to the south of Sheffield Road, Oxspring. A proposed 
development which would be referred to as Blackmoor Business Park.  
 
As BMBC are aware, YLL has successfully developed land in the Barnsley Borough for over 29 years 
and have been particularly instrumental in delivering a number of sites in Penistone and the adjoining 
village of Oxspring, bringing tens of millions of pounds’ worth of investment to the area. This includes 
the redevelopment of a number of previously developed sites in the area, including the former “Cammell 
Laird Foundry” in Penistone. Their focus has been to provide tangible benefits to enhance the local 
environment as part of their development schemes without the receipt of grant funding of any type. 

 
Both YLL and ourselves on their behalf requested BMBC, by letters dated 11th May 2016, 24th May 
2016 and 15th June 2016 (enclosed in Appendix 1), to allocate the proposed Blackmoor Business Park 
site as an employment land allocation within the Barnsley Local Plan Publication Draft (BLPP).  We 
thereby request that this representation is read in conjunction with those letters which we specifically 
requested the Council retain on the planning file and include as submissions to this BLPP consultation. 
The reason why the site was only submitted for consideration at this point in the Local Plan Process, 
and not previously, is that the site has only recently been decommissioned.  Presently the land is owned 
by the Crown and on account of the Government’s proposals, as set out in recent public statements, 
that they wish to maximise the redevelopment of previously developed sites owned by Governmental 
departments, we are confident that the land will be disposed of in due course.  YLL have instructed 
agents in an attempt to secure the site. 

 
The allocation of the site for employment purposes will act as a catalyst to enhance the prospect of the 
site’s development in the future and the development of the site would deliver substantial benefits to 
the Borough through the delivery of a high quality employment site; situated in a sustainable location; 
by a regional developer with a successful track record in redeveloping previously developed sites. 

 
The site represents a previously developed site located within the Green Belt. The site extends to 
approximately 10.1 Hectares (25 acres) and was initially constructed in the mid 1950’s by the Military 
of Defence (MoD) as a component of its Petroleum Storage and Distribution Network.  It was then used 
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privately from the 1970’s until 1997 by ‘ConocoPhillips’ and ‘Murco’ for the distribution of fuel utilising a 
fleet of large petroleum tankers.  Approximately seventy staff were employed at the site in various roles 
throughout this period, including but not limited to office based Admin staff, Garage 
Mechanical/Maintenance Staff and Petroleum Tanker Drivers.  The MoD out sourced the maintenance 
of the (mothballed) site from 1997 until 2015, when decommissioning works commenced.  

 
The redevelopment of the site as a modern high quality employment facility will re-establish the site’s 
employment activity. Through the proposed delivery of high quality B1 and B2 employment uses, it is 
our view that the site’s redevelopment would have less of an impact on the local environment and 
infrastructure than the site’s previous use. 

 
YLL believe that the site would be suitable as a high-quality business park serving to meet the needs 
of Penistone and the Western Rural Area, which geographically forms approximately half of the 
Barnsley Borough. 

 
As alluded to above we consider the most appropriate employment uses for the site to be B1 and B2 
uses. More specifically: - 

 Offices; 

 Research & Development of Product or Processes; 

 Light Industrial; & 

 General Industrial 
 
The site can accommodate small starter units through to larger premises for established businesses. 

 
The proposals will focus on providing high quality employment facilities for BMBC’s identified priority 
employment sectors as set out within the BLPP. They will enhance the sustainable growth of Penistone, 
whilst also contributing to maintaining sustainable rural communities and viable villages in the Western 
Area of the Borough. The delivery of the site will also drastically enhance sustainability in respect of 
reducing out commuting and journeys to work, thereby reducing the use and reliance on the Private 
Car.  Indeed, a number of local residents commute to work daily in the wider area and provision of this 
proposed Business Park will provide business owners who reside in the western part of the Borough 
with a real opportunity to relocate closer to where they live. 

 
It is proposed that the development would be delivered to a very high standard, using a palette of natural 
materials where possible, to ensure that it is in keeping with the surrounding area. Building heights will 
be sympathetic to the surrounding landscape and Green Belt to ensure the openness of the area is not 
harmed. They will be modelled on the many examples around the country of attractive and successful 
rural business parks.   

 
Existing road access is provided by the B6462 ‘Sheffield Road’ which has proven suitable to 
accommodate Heavy Goods Vehicles, with a fleet of large petroleum tankers having previously 
operated from this location, as set out above. A photograph of the site’s existing vehicular entrance is 
enclosed in Appendix 2. 

 
The site benefits from the presence of strong defensible landscape belts located on the northern, 
eastern and southern boundaries. These features would be retained and enhanced where possible. 
The site’s south western boundary is formed by the Trans Pennine Trail which provides excellent 
pedestrian/cycle connectivity to the wider area, including the Principal Town of Penistone (which is 
approximately 10 minutes away by bicycle) and a strong defensible boundary from the Green Belt 
beyond. An aerial photograph of the site on which the aforementioned features can be seen is provided 
within Appendix 3. 

 
Importantly, views to and from the site are extremely limited on account of the site’s strong defensible 
boundaries. Meaning that subject to sensitive design the development of the site would not have an 
adverse impact on the openness of the wider Green Belt. 
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Furthermore, we wish to make it clear that this site is located beyond the south eastern boundary of our 
clients proposed ‘Oxspring Fields’ residential site and can confirm that any potential views  from the 
residential properties which may be developed thereon , if the site is allocated for residential 
development, would be suitably screened by the proposed Country Park (included in the Oxspring 
Fields proposals) which provides a not insignificant separation distance between the two sites and 
seeks to deliver an undulating topography to enhance the amenity/landscape value of the park, whilst 
also including a carefully designed landscape bund on the park’s southern edge, which will shield further 
against the proposed Blackmoor Business Park site. For completeness, the material needed to create 
the proposed undulating topography and landscaped bund would be delivered from the “earth works” 
undertaken when developing the residential element of the Oxspring Fields site.  This is certainly a 
further sustainable feature supporting development of the Oxspring Fields site, resulting in the reduction 
of the heavy goods vehicle movements which would usually be required to dispose of surplus material, 

 
The proposed Blackmoor Business Park site lies within the Barnsley Green Belt Review General Area 
‘Pen 11’.  As the enclosed aerial photograph demonstrates, the land to the south of the Trans Pennine 
Trail has completely different characteristics to the land north of the Trans Pennine Trail, which includes 
this proposed employment site.  Importantly, Arup (who undertook the Green Belt Review) identified 
within their report on General Area ‘Pen 11’ that the Trans Pennine Trail within a dismantled railway 
could provide a strong internal boundary, should the General Area (PEN11) be considered for sub 
division. Arup also identified that the large wooded areas in the vicinity of the site reduce the level of 
openness and that the large sewage works at cheese bottom (which directly abound the site to the 
south east) reduces the rural character. 

 
The Council’s adopted Core Strategy at section 7 (Spatial Portrait) sets out in paragraph 7.79 the need 
to provide between 4.5 and 6.5 hectares of Employment Land in Penistone over the Core Strategy Plan 
Period (2008 to 2026).  The Local Plan Period now extends to 2033 and therefore a proportionate 
amount of additional employment land (approximately 2.52 hectares) will be required to ensure that 
needs will be met over the extended plan period. 

 
In the Sites and Places DPD of 2012, the Council proposed two potential employment sites to meet the 
needs of the Principal Town of Penistone these being: - 

 P1 - Land South of Sheffield Road (Penistone) - 1.29 Hectares; & 

 P2 - Land North of Sheffield Road (Oxspring) - 3.27 Hectares 
 

Site Ref. P1 was the subject of a successful appeal allowing planning consent for residential use.  
Therefore, the only proposed site identified within the Draft Barnsley Local Plan (November 2014) to 
meet the employment land needs of Penistone is Site Ref. P2, which is located to the north of Sheffield 
Road, Oxspring. Site P2 is a Greenfield site located within the Green Belt.  

 
Site Ref.P2 which is situated within the Parish boundary of the village of Oxspring is now the only 
proposed employment allocation to meet the needs of Penistone within the BLPP. Resulting in 
Penistone having one of the lowest supplies of new employment land in the Borough. Given Penistone’s 
role as the principal service centre for the Western Area of the Borough (which as we identify above, 
geographically makes up over half of all land in the Borough) we believe additional sites need to be 
allocated in order to ensure that the supply of viable employment land and infrastructure is sufficient to 
sustain and enhance the economy of the Western Area of the Borough up to the end of the Barnsley 
Local Plan Period in 2033. 

 
Importantly, the allocation of site Ref.P2 to meet the employment needs of Penistone acknowledges 
Oxspring’s capacity to accommodate development and reiterates the close relationship between the 
two settlements. The inextricable links between the two settlements are identified in the adopted 
Barnsley Unitary Development Plan (Volume 13 ‘Western Rural Area) at paragraphs 3.8 and 4.12 where 
it states that: - 
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Paragraph 3.8 
 
“There are few opportunities to provide new sites in the Community Area without 
encroaching into areas of Green Belt.  However, the vulnerability of the Penistone 
Community Area due to its over-dependence on a few large scale employers and its 
shortage of suitable industrial land mean that there is an overriding need to identify a high 
quality site which serves the needs of both the Western Rural and Penistone Community 
Areas.  The only site which has the available infrastructure and satisfactory topography 
and which is large enough to accommodate industry us located in the Green Belt at the 
former British Rail Oxspring Sidings site (in Oxspring).” 
 
Paragraph 4.12 

 
“Oxspring in particular is the location for the only major industrial proposal in the 
(Penistone) Community Area...Oxspring is one of the locations in the Western Community 
Area for additional development because of it physical relationship to the Penistone Urban 
Area and because it has the infrastructure capacity to accommodate some further 
development without serious detriment to the quality and character of the Green Belt.” 

 
Furthermore, and importantly, the senior Unitary Development Plan (UDP) Inspector Mr D A Harmston 
JP, FRICS, DipTP, MRTPI confirms in paragraph 13.4.219 on page 1201 of his Barnsley UDP 
Inspectors report that: - 
 

“I consider Oxspring is well located in the Community Area for additional housing 
development. This is particularly so in the light of its relationship to Penistone...” 
 

Whilst we wish to clarify that the Oxspring Sidings site identified in Paragraph 3.8 of the adopted 
Barnsley UDP has long been developed, the circumstances leading to its allocation remain wholly 
applicable in the present day in respect of the shortage of suitable employment land. Similarly, we also 
believe the proposed Blackmoor Business Park represents the only site which has the available 
infrastructure and satisfactory topography and which is large enough to accommodate the current and 
future employment needs of the Principal Town of Penistone and the Western Rural Area. 
 
It can be considered that the reduction in employment land allocations to meet the needs of Penistone 
and the surrounding Western Area of the Borough between the Core Strategy/Sites and Places DPD 
and the BLPP is associated with the lack of available, deliverable, employment land within the area, 
rather than a reduction in employment needs overall. Given the deliverability of the proposed Blackmoor 
Business Park and its proximity to Penistone, we believe that the allocation of the site would help to 
meet the identified employment needs of the town and the wider western rural area of the Borough. 

 
As stated above the proposed employment Site Ref. P2 is a Greenfield site located within the Green 
Belt. Unlike the proposed ‘Blackmoor Business Park’ which is categorised as a previously developed 
site, albeit within the Green Belt. 

 
Whilst site Ref.P2 will go some way towards meeting the area’s employment needs, there are a number 
of factors which will affect the scale of development at the site, including the presence of two large 
electric pylons carrying high voltage cables which hang low over the site. Indeed, Policy P2 of the BLPP 
identifies the constraint associated with the pylons alongside several other constraints associated with 
mature trees on the site’s north eastern boundary; provision of a buffer strip, archaeological remains; 
and the listed Kirkwood Farmhouse located within 100m of the site. 

 
In addition, we are also aware of one other key restriction associated with the development of Site 
Ref.P2 related to the accessibility for high sided delivery vehicles.  Penistone is restricted by a number 
of low bridges including those located on Bridge Street, Green Road and at Sheffield Road in Oxspring 
which have height limits ranging between 10 feet 9 inches to 14 feet 9 inches (please see the 
photographs enclosed in Appendix 4). By way of example, a small printing business employing perhaps 
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twelve staff, may have its paper delivered by a vehicle undertaking multiple drops around the country, 
very often the delivery vehicle may be a high sided lorry which would be unable to access the 
employment facilities at site reference P2, north of Sheffield Road, Oxspring.  This is a major 
complication for any business considering business premises in the area.  Furthermore, an increase in 
commercial vehicular traffic through the centre of Penistone would be detrimental to the Town.  BMBC 
recognise the issue of low bridges in and around the vicinity of Penistone, having published the 
‘Penistone Hauliers Guide – Routes Avoiding Low Bridges’ which is attached at Appendix 5 

 
The location of the ‘Blackmoor Business Park’ ensures that any associated commercial vehicular traffic 
does not have to travel through the centre of Penistone and is not affected by the low bridges in the 
area.  

 
We are not aware of any other current employment land allocations or employment sites having been 
proposed in the Penistone area capable of meeting the area’s identified needs.  Furthermore, a number 
of employment sites which were identified in the adopted Unitary Development Plan (Volume 12 
Penistone Community Area ‘Policy PE4’ December 2000) to be protected for employment use have 
since been developed for residential purposes. 

 
Accordingly, the allocation of the Blackmoor Business Park could help to meet the deficit in employment 
land created by the development of Site Ref. P1 for residential use, the extended time period of the 
Development Plan for the Borough, and any additional deficit as a result of complications associated 
with the development of Site Ref. P2. Whilst also providing for the delivery of additional very high quality 
employment facilities on a previously developed site which is situated in a sustainable location with 
inextricable links to the Principal Town of Penistone.  

 
The employment land requirements identified in the BLPP should be considered a minimum and where 
deliverable sites are proposed by developers with a track record of delivery they should be encouraged 
wherever possible. 

 
The BLPP’s supporting evidence states that 170ha of land is to be removed from the Green Belt to 
deliver the Borough’s employment land needs. Whilst the site’s allocation would “technically” increase 
this figure, it would not involve the release of land that meets the identified purposes of the Green Belt 
on account of it being previously developed. 

 
The site is located within a sustainable location and there are no technical constraints that would 
preclude the development of the site. 

 
The site is easily accessible to public transport with an existing bus stop located immediately adjacent 
to the site’s entrance on Sheffield Road. There are direct local bus services to Penistone, Barnsley and 
Sheffield, and the nearest rail station is only a couple of miles away at Penistone, with direct, hourly 
services to Huddersfield, Barnsley and Sheffield.  

 
The site is located within close proximity of the settlements of Penistone and Barnsley and within 
commuting distance of Sheffield, Wakefield, Leeds and Manchester (all within 30 miles).  

 
As set out above, the Trans Pennine Trail forms the sites South Western boundary and this provides 
access to and from Penistone for those on foot or cycle.  It would take approximately 10 minutes to 
cycle from the centre of Penistone to the proposed Business Park on a safe, flat and dedicated route 
segregated from motor vehicles. 

 
The site’s location on the eastern edge of Oxspring adjoining the B6462 ‘Sheffield Road’ (close to the 
A629) would mean that work-related trips to and from places such as Barnsley, Sheffield, Leeds and 
Huddersfield can access the wider highway network (including the M1 Motorway, which Oxspring Parish 
Council have identified is only 10 minutes’ drive away) without the need to utilise narrow country lanes 
or travel directly through much of Oxspring or Penistone. Thus helping to reduce the level of congestion 
currently witnessed on a daily basis in Penistone. 
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With regards to technical matters, this previously developed site is already served by mains services, 
including foul and surface water drainage. 

 
There are no vehicular access restrictions, including restrictions associated with low bridges, as 
referenced above. The site will be designed sympathetically to ensure that existing features of 
environmental value are protected or enhanced where possible. In addition, the development of the site 
will also include the remediation of any areas of contamination caused by the site’s former use. 

 
We believe that the site is well suited to a sensitive redevelopment of a range of very high quality B1 
and B2 employment units of variable size. The site is highly accessible to a large number of future 
employees and employers. It can importantly provide new employment opportunities to help sustain the 
proposed housing growth of Penistone. 

 
The NPPF identifies that the Government is committed to securing economic growth in order to create 
jobs and prosperity, making it easier for jobs to be created in cities, towns and villages. A core planning 
principle of the document is to proactively drive and support sustainable economic development to 
deliver the homes, business and industrial units, infrastructure and thriving local places that the country 
needs. 

 
With regard to the Blackmoor Business Park proposals, the NPPF identifies that allocations of land for 
development should prefer land of lesser environmental value and encourage the effective use of land 
by reusing land that has been previously developed. Guidance that can be used to argue that the site 
is more preferable than BLPP Site Ref. P2 when considered against national planning policy. 

 
The NPPF promotes the creation of employment opportunities in rural areas, identifying the desire for 
Local Plans to promote a strong rural economy through supporting the sustainable growth and 
expansion of all types of business and enterprise in rural areas, both through conversion of existing 
buildings and well-designed new buildings. 

 
Finally, and specifically in relation to the site’s location within the Green Belt, the NPPF identifies that 
the complete redevelopment of previously developed sites, whether redundant or in continuing use, is 
not considered to be inappropriate development within the Green Belt where it would not have a greater 
impact on the openness of the Green Belt and the purpose of including land within it than the existing 
development. The description of the site provided above and the enclosed aerial photographs within 
Appendix 6 provide evidence of how the site can be developed without having an impact on the 
openness of the surrounding Green Belt. 

 
At the local level, the BLPP identifies the need to grow Barnsley's economy in order to benefit local 
people and maximise its contribution to the Leeds and Sheffield City Region economies. It identifies the 
need to support economic growth by providing a range of new employment sites and premises in order 
to attract new investment and support the growth of indigenous business. 

 
Furthermore, and again as identified above, the proposals will focus on providing very high quality 
employment facilities for BMBC’s identified priority employment sectors as set out within the BLPP. 
Enhancing the sustainable growth of Penistone, whilst also contributing to maintaining sustainable rural 
communities and viable villages in the Western Rural Area of the Borough. 

 
We know there is strong political support to increase employment opportunities within Penistone and 
the Western Rural Area of the Borough. The proposed allocation of Greenfield sites located within the 
Green Belt provides clear evidence of the lack of available previously developed sites to meet the future 
employment needs of Barnsley, which is why the proposed development of the Blackmoor Business 
Park (a previously developed site) stands out as a development opportunity which should be seized 
upon by BMBC. The site’s development would satisfy national planning guidance along with Barnsley’s 
economic strategies as set out within the BLPP. 
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On account of the evidence provided above and appended to this letter it is our strong view that the 
Blackmoor Business Park site should be identified as an employment land allocation within the Barnsley 
Local Plan. 
 
We request that this letter is read in combination with YLL’s other submissions in respect of the BLPP. 
 
We wish to work closely with BMBC in respect of the preparation of future documentation associated 
with the emerging Local Plan. In this regard should you need any further information or wish to discuss 
anything further, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 
 
Kind regards, 

PAUL BUTLER 
Director 
 
 

 




